1. Is your project subject to SEED?

   Yes
   
   2. Class 1 or Class 2 building?

      Class 1
      
      3. Notify ODOE
      
      4. Pre-design
      
      5. Design

      No
      
   Class 2
   
   3. Notify ODOE
   
   4. Implement ECMs

   5. Report ECMs

   Finished

3. Notify ODOE

4. Pre-design

5. Design

6. Construction

Is SEED Building 20\% better than code?

   No
   
   Select and analyze ECMs
   
   SEED Building

   Compare

   Code Building

   Yes

   Final SEED Building

Iterative SEED Analytical Process, for further explanation see SEED Guidelines

9. Occupancy

Finished

Finished